1500 People Living on the moon: Dream-vision
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
In the early morning of the 21st of March, 2013 , I received a series of three short
dream scenes located in different parts of the universe. In all three dreams, there was an
angel giving a command from the heavens for certain things to occur.
I looked out into the universe and saw the moon. As I gaized at the moon in this
dream-vision, an angel appealed before me and then cried out to the 'Mooners' who were
those who now lived on the moon. The Angel said, “To the 1500 Mooners who live upon the
moon. Prepare for the wars that are coming to earth and become self sufficient and not
dependent upon the earth's resources that will soon become lost in war.”
I found it interesting that even the angels used a colloquial name for them by calling
them Mooners. This suggests this living human presence on the moon was welll known
among the angelic hosts who serve YHWH.
I am discovering by an number of encounters with angles, I have been told that most of
our planets in our solar system have a human presence living on them. They use alien
technologies such a UFO type space craft to go to and from these planets. This dreams
suggests they are still very dependent on earths resources, especially food and water for their
survivial This warning is to let them know this will change soon and they will need to become
self-sufficient in the near future as wars come upon the earth and extend into the heavens
above the earth. The assumption of safety living on a planet will not be secure as wars with
extremely advanced technologies take the wars into minimally our solar system with no planet
being spared.
The only real safety is to be protected by YHWH and his angelic forces and the alien
allies of YHWH who serve in battle under Y'Shua and Michael the archangel.

